
 

Tastes great. Feels Right. Value Priced.
For these reasons and more, your customers will adore Sodexo’s unique bistro, zime.

When it’s breakfast, lunch or dinner, customers walking by this refreshingly bright and modern bistro will know 
from the aroma in the air that really good things are cooking a zime! It could be zime’s fabulous and signature 
European and breakfast flatbread sandwiches, fresh-from-the-oven delicate and flaky apple cinnamon scones, or 
zime’s to-die-for Lobster Macaroni and Cheese Casserole, piping hot and just begging to be savored. But let’s not 
forget those hearty zime soups, simmering on the stove-top.

zime is all about surprising and delighting consumers and pampering their palettes with exactly what they want 
to eat, when they want it. Sandwiches and salads are always made to order, yet delivered fast. And the popular 
“Duoz” option will enable them to select any two soup: salads or sandwich items in 1/2 sizes, to achieve the 
perfect combination.

But zime’s appeal to customers goes beyond the great tasting food. Because zime is all about serving up 
sustenance with a healthy sprinkling of sustainability and social consciousness mixed in. From the digital 
platform to locally sourced fresh foods and ethically sourced coffees and teas, zime is a brand to feel good about. 
Consumers will feel good knowing that their zime food and beverage purchases will help to fight hunger - and not 
just their own! Through Sodexo’s STOP Hunger initiative administered by the Sodexo Foundation, a percentage 
of zime annual food and beverage sales is donated to a charitable hunger - related organization, often which are 
local community organizations.

zime is truly a dining destination that will inspire community, conversation, 
and the sharing of flavors and ideas on your location.
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